
 

 

 

RE-IGNITING FROM PROFESSIONAL BURNOUT: 

ASSESS, PREVENT AND REVERSE THE SYNDROME 

SATURDAY/8:30-10:00AM 

 

 

ACPE UAN: 0107-9999-18-280-L04-P 0.125 CEU/1.25 hr 

   0107-9999-18-280-H04-T 0.125 CEU/1.25 hr 

 

Activity Type: Knowledge-Based 

 

Learning Objectives for Pharmacists & Pharmacy Technicians: 

 Upon completion of this CPE activity participants should be able to: 

1. Identify the five stages of the professional burnout syndrome, and assess a colleague’s or their own stage. 

2. Develop a reversal strategy with specific tips, tools and techniques for each stage of the burnout 

syndrome. 

3. Describe core issues in the prevention of the recurrence or onset of early or advanced stages of the 

burnout syndrome from a professional, personal and organizational standpoint. 
 

 

Speaker: Paul O. Radde, PhD 

Recognized as an original thinking, thought leader, author and psychologist, Dr. Paul Radde is 

THE expert on how to Thrive – what he calls Thrival. This state of being is the highest approach 

to living (really living) your life. The goal is to go beyond survival to actually thrive in the 

workplace and in daily life. Thrival is the richest sustainable experience of your life. As a consult 

and professional speaker, Dr. Radde teams with executives and business professionals around 

the globe to tackle organizational development issues as well as to teach Thrival skills. When 

consulting, speaking and training, Dr. Radde provides specific practices, steps, and skills that 

employees at all levels can apply. He outlines these steps in his thought-provoking book, Thrival! 

How to Have an Above Average Day Every Day. Armed with new knowledge, skills and attitude 

(or InnertudeTM), readers and audience members can immediately achieve and sustain that 

feeling of success: Thrival. In short, they can thrive every day!  

 

Speaker Disclosure: Paul Radde reports no actual or potential conflicts of interest in relation to this CPE 

activity. Off-label use of medications will not be discussed during this presentation. 



Rx for Professional Burnout:   
      Assess It. Reverse It. Prevent It.   

                                             Paul O. Radde, Ph.D.                                             

----------------------------------------------------------
Agenda:

• Define Burnout - What is Burnout? 
•Assess Your Susceptibility - Do I have it? 

•The Five Stages of Burnout - How does it progress? 
•Reversing/Recovering from Burnout - Is it curable? 

•Preventing Burnout in the Future -Does it return? 

Burnout is not: Fatigue     Being Fed Up       Workaholism        Depression 

Defining Burnout - What is it?       

3 Major Components:

	 	 Depersonalization

	 	 	 Emotional Exhaustion

	 	 	 	 Diminished Personal Accomplishment

                                                                                                                                                               
1. Burnout is: A progressive cycle of disenchantment, or overload in 
relationship, which depletes one’s energy, causing loss of vitality and progress-
ing to more serious stages that affect the emotions, body and spirit. The end 
result is dysfunctional activity and low productivity.                   R. Kunkel, 1979


A syndrome resulting from an emotionally destructive relationship to 	 	 	
work or a career in which there is experience of a progressive loss  of 	 	 	
control, interference with non-work interests, and mixed symptoms 		 	 	
indicating stress overload and depression that result in decreased 	 	 	 	
productivity and eventual professional disinterest.    B. Ciaccio, 1981


     
A special kind of exhaustion suffered by those who work under severe pressure 
in people-oriented jobs for long periods of time - with little support and limited 
gains, resulting in “battle fatigue” and a sense of futility. H. Levinson, HBR, V. 59,


2. Assess your Susceptibility 
Do you consider yourself to be at      High     Moderate     Low   Risk? [circle 1]
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   Quick Assessment 
Self-Test Instructions:  Answer each question according to the way you personally feel. Answer true    

if it is at least somewhat true or moderately true for you; false if it is not very true or not at all 
true for you. If you are really split, then place a ½ True  next to that item. 

1.  T   F   I am easily overwhelmed by strong sensory input. 
2.  T   F   I seem to be aware of subtleties in my environment. 
3.  T   F   Other people’s moods affect me. 
4.  T   F   I tend to be very sensitive to pain. 
5.  T   F   I find myself needing to withdraw during busy days, into a quiet place, a darkened 
      room, bed, or any place where I can have some privacy and relief from stimulation. 
6.  T   F   I am particularly sensitive to the effects of caffeine. 
7.  T   F   I am easily overwhelmed by things like bright lights, strong smells, coarse fabrics, 
      police or fire sirens close by. 
8.  T   F   I have a rich complex imagination and inner life. 
9.  T   F   I am made uncomfortable by loud noises. 
10.T   F   I am moved deeply by the arts or music. 
11.T   F   My nervous system feels frazzled sometimes & I have to get away by myself.. 
12.T   F   I am conscientious and dislike close supervision or surveillance. 
13.T   F   I startle easily. 
14.T   F   I get rattled when I have a lot to do in a short amount of time. 
15.T   F   When people are uncomfortable in a physical environment, I tend to know 
      what needs to be done to make it more comfortable, like changing the  
      lighting, temperature, or seating. 
16.T   F   I am annoyed when people try to get me to do numerous things at once. 
17.T   F   I try hard to avoid making mistakes or forgetting things. 
18.T   F   I make a point to avoid violent movies and TV shows. 
19.T   F   I become unpleasantly aroused when a lot is going on around me. 
20.T   F   Being very hungry creates a strong reaction in me, disrupting my concentration 
      or mood. 
21.T   F   Changes in my life shake me up. 
22.T   F   I notice and enjoy delicate or fine scents, tastes, sounds, works of art. 
23.T   F   I find it unpleasant to have a lot going on at once. 
24.T   F   I make it a high priority to arrange my life to avoid overwhelming or 

     upsetting situations. 
25.T   F   I am bothered by intense stimuli, like loud noises or chaotic scenes. 
26.T   F   When I must compete or be observed while performing a task, I become 
      so nervous or shaky that I do much worse than I would otherwise. 
27.T  F    As a child, my parents or teacher saw me as sensitive or shy.  

Scoring the Self-Test: If you answered more than thirteen of the questions as true of yourself [10-12 
for males], you are probably highly perceptive. “But frankly, no psychological test is so accurate 
that an individual should base his or her life on it. Psychologists try to develop good questions, then 
decide on the cut off based on the average response. If fewer questions are true of you, but 
extremely true, that might also indicate that you are highly sensitive.” Elaine Aron, The Highly 
Sensitive Person: How to Thrive in a Not So Sensitive World, and  The Highly Sensitive Child. 

Paul O. Radde, Ph.D., Psychologist, Executive Coach, Speaker, Consultant 
 Thrival Systems® 5704 Long Court, Austin, TX 78730 

 (303) 443-3623   www.Thrival.com   DrPaul@Thrival.com 
 Double CD Set on the HSP available at www.Thrival.com .  

See hsperson.com for breaking articles on High Sensitivity.  
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3. Five Stages of Burnout 

       Stage Indicators 
1. Physiological	 	         Extended fatigue, feeling drained, lingering 

	 	 	 	 	 	 physical ailments, patterns


2. Social	 	 	         Overwhelmed by work, not enough time,                    
                                                    irritable, spills over, put off interactions  


3. Intellectual                          Data overload, tired of thinking, procrastination, 

	 	 	 	 	 	 may miss deadlines, compassion fatigue


4. Psycho-Emotional	         Withdraw to protect from perceived demands of                

	 	 	 	 	 	 others, boredom, deadlines incidental, little care


5. Spiritual	 	                  Stop investing in others, see them as a threat, 

	 	 	 	 	        doubt one’s own value/ability, values, beliefs. 	 	
	 	 	                            May execute major change.


Assess what stage you are currently at, or have experienced. 1 2 3 4 5 circle


What factors do you think contribute to your being at that level of risk?


Can you pinpoint what may make you more susceptible to Burnout?


                   Hell is a bad place to pitch a tent!   Richard Held 

Additional Burnout Indicators:
demands...change in moral behavior...destructive in human relations...acts on 
impulse...sleeplessness...distraction[short attention span]...overeating.... 
overspending and going into debt....pain all over...self-abuse...withdrawal... 
absenteeism...tardiness/long lunches...avoid obligations...self-indulgence.... 
avoiding work through social activities...don’t give a damn...predictable: 
complaints...lowering standards...can’t make a phone call (e.g. salesperson)... 
plummeting self-confidence...reduced criticality about one’s own work.


Burnout is Not Inevitable! 
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What Energizes, Strengthens and Heals You?  
4. Reversing Burnout at Each Stage 
What strategies or skills have you used in the past to resolve burnout situations?  

V. Spiritual Growth	 Realistic Expectations, Clarify Values, Perspective,

	 	 	 	 Acknowledge Gains, Meditation/Religion, Mindfulness


IV. Psychological Awareness	Indulge Yourself w/o Debt, Personal Growth, Life

	 	 	           Work Planning, Change Appearance, Creative Pursuits


III. Intellectual Stimulation	 Professional Development: Challenge & Support,

	 	 	 	 Cultural Events, Travel, Conferences, Hobbies, Think Healthful 


II. Social Interaction	 Solitude, Sanctuary, Soothe, Alone Time, Non-Toxic

	 	 	 	 Relationships that Strengthen, Professional Support 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 Group, Time with Loved Ones/Friends/Intimates, Self Care


I. Physical Development	 Build a Critical Base/Platform, Sleep, Relax,

	                              Exercise 4X per week, Intake, Practices


Suggestions for Coping with Professional Burnout: 
•Acknowledge that you are susceptible

•Check what you can/cannot change at work that is stressful

•Set priorities of job satisfaction for self. Discuss with boss.

•Balance home and job. See work as only on aspect of life

•Get feedback on how you are doing - Validation

•Do disgusting or routine chores out of the way first.

•Get tasks with short term payoff. Recognize long term 

•Decompress, relax, get some private time.

•Establish a support system.

•Seek solutions to your gripes.

•Set realistic objectives, trajectories, requirements.

•Know your limits and accept them.

•Re-Establish Balance and Variety in Your Life!                                                          
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5. Preventing Burnout	Anticipating and preventing Burnout in the future may 
well require changes in your lifestyle, attitude, relationships, environment or 
reward structure. You may continue to work on the following exercises after this 
session is over. What you actually do is most important, so plan only what you 
actually intend to implement.


What action steps will you take to prevent Burnout?

What rewards do you have built into the various areas of your life style? 
The following chart provides a method for displaying your current self-
reward , satisfaction and fulfillment structure?


� 

Review the reward structure you have described above. Are there any 
surprises? What would you change right now? In which areas can you 
introduce rewards, incentives, or clearcut tradeoffs now or soon?
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Develop an Organizational Strategy to Reverse Burnout: 
Considerations for the Manager/Organization


List additional indicators of Burnout and methods of detecting Burnout in 
yourself and in others:


	 Indicators 	 	 	 Methods of Detecting 

______________________	 ____________________________________

 

What organization/personnel/logistics factors will you adjust?  

As a superior, colleague, or subordinate, you may want an effective means 
of intervening with your employee, whom you suspect of sliding down the 
burnout spiral. The simplest means to approach another is to:


1. Get everyone to read: “Recognizing, reversing, and preventing hospital 
pharmacist burnout.” Am J Hosp Pharm. 1982; 39:1161-6. 


2. Hold a staff or work unit meeting to discuss and article as well as 
organizational or management factors that contribute to Burnout.


3. I n t e r v e n e f r o m a m a n a g e m e n t s t a n d p o i n t b a s e d o n :                              
Job Performance Deficiencies: Serious, chronic or unusual errors.                                        
Unit Morale Diminished: Energy distracted from work productivity is    


	 	 adequate reason. An employee who is burning out may begin to 	  
	 	 directly affect unit morale through sloughing off assignments, 	 	 	
	 	 badmouthing, rumors, lethargy.                                                                               

   Organizational Impact: can be damaged through employee inattention or 
	 	 conduct, even off the job, when reflecting negatively on the 	 	 	 

	 	 organization. Hence the Bud distributor drinking Coors - a public 	 

	 	 indiscretion that does damage to the brand.
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